Events

SANS 2022 DFIR SUMMIT
Austin, TX | In-Person and Virtual

August 15: Expo Day 1 & DFIR Solutions Track
August 16: Expo Day 2 & Threat Hunting Solutions Track

DAY 1 | DFIR SOLUTIONS TRACK OVERVIEW
Many of the aspects that make DFIR so exciting are also what makes
this career field challenging: no two investigations or days in this
field are ever the same. We strive to keep pace with changes in
technology while attempting to get ahead of attackers who modify
their methods to evade detection in this sea of interconnected
digital devices.
We rely on certain tools of the trade to make our investigations
possible as we comb through ever-increasing datasets, but we
continue to research methods that will enable us to do our jobs
more efficiently. While we can’t always predict where technology will
steer us next, we can say with certainty that we will always rely on
the cutting-edge research conducted by our peers in this community
to further this discipline.
The DFIR Summit brings solution providers and security vendors
together to present best practices around digital forensics. Speak
directly to those who are on the front lines every day protecting
their organization against the latest threats and showcase your
tool’s capabilities.

CHAIRPERSON

Domenica Crognale
SANS Certified Instructor

Domenica currently serves as a senior mobile forensic
analyst at ManTech International where she dissects the
plethora of interesting data left behind by third-party
mobile applications. In a former role, Domenica received
recognition for assisting with the Osama Bin Laden
media, a highlight of her career. She’s also provided
training to military special forces, the United States
Coast Guard and other government agencies, and has
tested and validated various mobile forensics utilities
and provided security assessments for many mobile
applications. Domenica is a co-author and instructor of
SANS FOR585: Advanced Smartphone Forensics.

DAY 2 | THREAT HUNTING SOLUTIONS TRACK OVERVIEW
Just as a SIEM is useless without log sources, threat hunting without
threat intelligence suffers the same fate – maximum value is not
achieved for the org and practitioners are left high and dry. Far
too often, purchasing threat intelligence platforms and feeds
doesn’t provide an organization with the expected value, in part,
because the value of intelligence is hard to quantify. After all,
how do you measure the return on investment of knowing the
tradecraft or indicators used by a threat actor before they target your
organization?
Similar problems exist in the threat hunting space, even when
equipped with the highest quality intelligence. When threat
hunting operations uncover intrusions, the value-add is obvious. As
technicians struggle to differentiate these situations in their reports,
the task is much more difficult for leadership who bankroll the threat
hunting budgets.

Lodrine Cherne
SANS Certified Instructor

Lodrina is the Principal Security Advocate at Cybereason,
working to advance security policy and standards. She
also performs research with the Technology and Social
Change Research Project in the Shorenstein Center
at Harvard Kennedy School. Lodrina has a bachelor’s
degree in computer science from Boston University
and holds the GCFE, GCFA, and GASF certifications. She
was named to SC Magazine’s prestigious Women in IT
Security 2019 issue in the Women to Watch category.

The Threat Hunting and Intelligence forum brings vendors with
vetted content and solotion providers together to speak directly to
those in the hunting space protecting their organizations everyday.
www.sans.org/sponsorship | sponsorships@sans.org
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SANS Summit Solutions Track Sponsorship
Branding (On-site and website)
Personal Chat Workspace via Slack on Day 1 & Day 2
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10 x 10 Tabletop On-site on Day 1 & Day 2
Speaking Session on Day 1 or Day 2
Day 1 (DFIR Solutions Track)
Day 2 (Threat Hunting Solutions Track)

30-minute
Presentation Live
& Virtual Audience



MP4 Recording of Session
Opt-in Lead Guarantee
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